SOILS AND GILGAI MICRORELIEF I N A CENTRAL
AFRICAN RIVER PLAIN I N T H E L I G H T
O F T H E QUATERNARY CLIMATIC CHANGES
by

Ir. M. F. van Oostenl)
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Lufira River, in the Province of Katanga (S. E. Belgian Congo), is one
of the tributaries of the River Lualaba, which forms with other streams the
mighty Congo River. About 150 km north of the "coppertown" Jadotville
the Lufira leaves the high plains of Katanga, where its source lies near the
North Rhodesian border and enters a deep tectonic depression in which it
takes its course through a broad, rather flat plain, known as the Lufira
Valley. This depression is one of the smaller ones, called "Rift Valleys"
which accompany the big Central African Rift Valley, extending from the
Red Sea (itself forming the northern prolongation) to Mozambique. The
great Central African lakes are the deepest parts of this rift valley. The
deepest part of the Lufira Valley is filled-in with different fluviatile and
lacustrine sediments, great parts of which are covered by marshes. Situated
on a somewhat lower level than the rest of the valley and strongly differing by
its soils and vegetation, we will call this part the Lufira Plain. The Lufira
river flows through these deposits and marshes (see fig. 1).
Nearly all lacustrine sediments contain considerable amounts of lime and
gypsum and the surface has a typical micro-relief, known in some other parts
of the world and especially in Australia, from where the name originates, as
"gilgai micro-reli ef".
The problem of the formation of the different sediments and of the origin
of the gilgai micro-relief arose during the preparation of soil maps of two
parts of the Lufira Plain, each of about 25 X 25 km, from October 1953 till
October 1954. The simplified soil map of the northernmost of these two parts
is shown here (see appendix).
As it was not possible during the field work to devote any special time to
the study of the subjects treated with in this article, it is fairly certain that a
number of facts, which would perhaps have changed to some extent the
explanations presented here, have certainly been overlooked. Nevertheless,
our ideas deduced from field observations, may contribute to the solution of
the interesting problem of climatic changes in the Quaternary in Africa and
to the still scarce literature on gilgai soils.
2. G E O L O G Y

Between the Cambrium and the Lower Carboniferous, the so-called Kundelungu sediments were deposited. These sedimental rocks, mainly shales and
lime shales, are now bordering the Lufira Valley to the east and the south
and are forming its bottom.
l) This study was made when writer was soil scientist of the I.N.E.A.C. (National
Institute for Agricultural Study in Belgian Congo) ; part of the field work was done in
collaboration with Mr. A. V. Wambeke of mentioned institute. For the permission to
publish the results and part of the soil map, writer expresses his gratitude to the Board of
Directors of the I.N.E.A.C.
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Fig. 1. Location map of the Lufira
Plain, Belgian Congo
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After the deposition of the Kundelungu sediments, intensive folding of
their southern part took place resulting in the formation of what are called
the ,,Monts Koni", now forming the southern limit of the Lufira Rift Valley.
From the Cretaceous till the Miocene the deposition of rather thin layers
on top of the Kundelungu sediments took place. Towards the end of the
Tertiary a general peneplanation marked the end of the geological phenomena in the regions now surrounding the Lufira Valley.
The Quaternary in Africa was characterized by a number of climatic
changes, the pluvial and dry periods of which correspond with resp. the
North-European glacial and interglacial periods. This conformity is for
North-Africa fairly apparent to-day. From the studies in the Lake Albert and
Lake Edward region resulted the following division of the Quaternary for
this continent. (Leaky, 1931, 1935, 1949).
Recent
tendency to drier
NAKURAN;
humid phase
Late Pleistocene
dry phase
MAKALIAN;
humid phase
Upper Pleistocene
dry phase
GAMBLIAN;
pluvial period
Middle Pleistocene
dry phase
KAMASIAN;
pluvial period
Lower Pleistocene
dry phase
KISEGIAN
; pluvi a1 period
The Kisegian, Kamasian and Gamblian correspond with the Mindel-,
Riss- and Wiirm glaciations of Northern Europe. When Leaky made his
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investigations in Africa, the history of the Late Pleistocene or the Late
Glacial as it is mostly called, was still rather obscure. So he did not try to
correlate his periods after the Gamblian with any period of Northern Europe.
But his number of dry and humid phases correspond exactly with those
known from investigations in the Middle East as described recently by
Butzer (1957). One dry phase after the last great pluvial, synchronizes with
the North European Allerod time of the Late Glacial. A following wet phase
corresponds with the last advance of the ice after the Allerod, whereas a
prolonged very dry period represents the time between Preboreal and
Atlantic, the latter synchronizes again with a last wet period. As the Central
African wet and dry periods may be assumed to be contemporary with those
i n the Near- and Middle East, the Makalian represents in this case the last
cold phase after the Allerod time (Younger Dryas) and the Nakuran the
Atlantic.
3. GEOMORPHOLOGY

According to Lepersonne, Cahen and Mortelmans, the tectonic movements
which caused the formation of the Lufira Rift Valley, took place during the
dry phase between Kamasian and Gamblian (Eemian interglacial). Besides
the downward movement of the Rift Valley bottom, an uplift of a part of the
Kundelungu system, now bordering the Valley to the east, took place. As a
result the difference in altitude between the Valley bottom and the Kundelungu Plateau, the latter with its horizontal skyline still remarkably reflecting
the end-tertiary peneplain, amounts today up to 400 m. The Kundelungu
escarpment rises very steep from the Lufira Valley, situated on 900 m elevation; a considerable part of this escarpment is a completely vertical wall.
To the west the Lufira Valley is separated from the Upemba Rift Valley,
where the Lufira joins the river Lualaba, by the Kibara Mountains consisting
of older sediments which have never been covered by those of the Kundelungu system.
The Lufira river enters the Rift Valley from the already described Monts
Koni in the south via a number of falls (Chutes Cornet) and leaves it, after a
course of about 150 km at the village of Kiubo situated at the roadJadotvilleMitwaba. Here, the falls of Kiubo (45 m high) mark the entrance to the
deeply cut canyon in the Kibara Mountains, through which the river continues its course to the Upemba Valley.
About 20 km to the southeast of the Kiubo falls the Dikuluwe river coming
from the southwest joins the Lufira, more upstream preceded by the Lufwa,
which comes from the northeast, About 100 km upstream near the village of
Mokebo, the Lofoi joins the Lufira, coming down the Kundelungu escarpment with the highest fall in Africa and the second highest in the world (380
m in one jump).
A great part of the Rift Valley is a flat or slightly undulating plain, covered
with a low dry forest. The transition to the Lufira plain situated 10-20 m
lower, is in general very gradual, but in some places of the western border a
rather steep, 5-10 m high escarpment exists.
The Lufira Plain, extending over most of the length of the Valley from
some distance north of the Chutes Cornet till the Kiubo Falls, has a width of
15 to about 22 km and becomes gradually wider to the north. Its central part
is covered by impenetrable marshes through which the Lufira streams, its
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waters in open connection with the marshes. North and south of these marshes are large flat grass plains in some places extending from horizon to
horizon. The only marked relief consists of river levees 1-2 m in height. A
great number of old river beds and ox-bows, sometimes with low eroded
levees prove that these rivers repeatedly changed their courses.
The whole Rift Valley, part of it a game reserve area, has abundant wild
life; different species of antilopes including the giant Eland Antilope, buffaloes, elephants, hyenas, hippopotamus and leopards are found here. Lions,
abundant on the Kundelungu plateau, have sometimes been observed.
4. V E G E T A T I O N

The dry forest outside the Lufira Plain consists of Combretum, Terminalia and
Pterocarpus as dominating species. I t is a rather open, low forest with abundant
growth of grasses during the rain season. The grass vegetation of this plain is
rather poor in species. The dominating grasses are Themeda triandra, Hyparrhenia sp., Setaria sp. and Panicum sp. The Leguminosae Sesbania sp. and Crotolam'a sp. are often mixed with the grasses.
The river levees, only 100 to 300 m wide, are often characterized by a fair
stand of Acacia (Faidherbia) alba. In the southern part of the plain Borassus sp.
can be found scattered on the river levees.
5. SOILS

5.1. G e n e r a l
The soils of the Lufira Valley outside the Lufira Plain belong to the red
latosols. Their colour is 5 YR (Munsell Color Chart) when shales and 2.5 YR
when lime-shales form the underlying rock. The profile development is
restricted to a surface layer of 15-20 cm with 1 4 % humus and a structural
B-horizon. Some deep soils may occur, but often the underlying rock is
reached within a depth of 1 and 2 meter. Some dm above the rock a thin
gravel layer of rounded latosolic concretions and quartz gravel is often found.
Some rounded gravel and cobblestones may be present together with the
latosolic gravel in the overlying soil or at the surface, but in some places
heavy concentrations are found at the surface of somewhat lower situated
elongated strips, or covered with only a thin soil layer.
Large areas of the Valley have a hard laterite surface crust or are only
covered with 10-30 cm of grey or grey-brown soil. Nevertheless, vegetation is
not lacking, the roots of which penetrate the many cracks of the laterite
crust.
The Lufira Plain consists mainly of very heavy, grey or grey-brown clays
with gilgai micro-relief. They will be discussed in detail in fj6. A part of these
gilgai soils is inundated during the rain season. The depth of inundation
varies from some cm to one m or even more and flooding lasts from 1 to 5
months. Situated between the gilgai soils and the marshes are half bog soils
(near the marshes). They often have a deep black, humose surface layer, with
10% organic matter or more. They are covered with undecomposed plant
remains and inundation lasts 8 to 10, in some wet years even up to 12 months.
There is no structural profile development as they are always wet. The black
colour changes gradually into grey reduction colours with heavy brown
mottling when lying above the groundwater. At a greater distance of the
marshes, where the period of inundation is shorter, the black layer becomes

gradually thinner. These soils belong to what were formerly called "humic
gley" and "low humic gley" soils. I n certain types a layer with lime concretions at a depth of about 1.50 m may be found, but gypsum is generally
absent. Soils really transitional to the gilgai soils have a very slight microrelief and a gypsum layer at 195 cm below surface; deeper down to 240 cm a
layer with lime concretions is found.
The transitional belt between the gdgai soils and the described red latosols, forms at the same time the transition between the Lufira Plain and the
other part of the Valley. Its soils generally resemble the gilgai soils, but
latosol concretions may be abundant at the surface and than a layer of these
concretions is generally found at a certain depth. Sometimes this layer overlies the shales directly. I n other cases a layer, comparable with the material
of the gilgai soils and containing lime concretions and some gypsum, may be
found under the layer with latosolic concretions. A remarkable feature of
these transitional soils is the great number of rounded pebbles and cobblestones found at the surface, mixed with numerous prehistoric tools made out
of these cobble-stones.
Along the Lufira and its tributaries and along a part of their old courses,
levees occur with soils markedly lighter textured than the gilgai soils. They
are characterized by a considerable silt fraction (45-55%) and a small percentage of fine sand. Contrary to the adjoining gilgai soils the adsorption
complex is mainly Ca-saturated. Their structure is fine blocky above 30 cm
and medium angular blocky between 30 and f 130 cm.
Partly situated between the meanders of the rivers, partly forming low
lying elongated strips along the rivers, basin soils are found. They are light to
heavy clay soils with sometimes a rather varying texture. Sometimes sand is
found in the subsoil. They are badly drained and often inundated for long
periods, the duration of inundation depending on the altitude. Due to the
drainage conditions the topsoil is often strongly humose and sometimes even a
surface muck layer has been formed. Mottling is abundant throughout the
profile and sometimes reduction colours occur already high in the profile.
Contrary to the gilgai soils lime concretions are never found; some dispersed
small gypsum crystals have sometimes been observed. Among the differences
with the gilgai soils and the transitional soils are the 10-20 times lower values
of Na in the adsorption complex. As a result Ca and Mg occupy about 95%
of the adsorption complex, the Mg-content being generally somewhat higher
than the Ca-content.
In the northern part of the Lufira Plain along the Lufira a soil occurs the
topographical situation of which suggests an older river levee system. Its
texture is about the same as that of the recent river levee soils, even there may
be slightly more sand (3-8%). I n some places two superimposed profiles are
found; after gradually becoming heavier to a depth of 1-1,50 m a sudden
change in texture occurs. The fine sand fraction increases up to 30-45% and
the colour changes from yellow-brown to grey-brown. Where these soils are
situated along the border of the Lufira Plain they cover the described
transitional soils with the rounded pebbles and cobble-stones.
We will also describe a formation found near Kiubo (see soil map) and in
some other places more to the south which is no soil properly speaking. I t is a
hard, throughout caverneous lime crust of 25 to 100 cm. I t lies at the surface
or is covered by a generally rather thin soil layer. At a depth of some dm to 1
m under the lime crust reddish lime-shales are found. Between lime crust and

shales reddish soil is found with a downward increasing number of shale
fragments. The soil is the product of the weathering of the shales as is proved
by some intercalated rock material different from the shales and still present
as a thin horizontal layer in the soil.
Similar lime crusts, known as desert crusts, are known from North Africa
and the United States. They are supposed to have been formed in a very dry
climate.
I n one place a thick layer of whitish calcareous material underlies the lime
crust, mixed with a great number of rounded pebbles and cobble-stones of
the same type as described above. This material must have been deposited
before formation of the lime crust.

5.2. Geogenesis of t h e soils
When trying to reveal the formation of the described landscape, there are
some facts, which may serve as a starting-point.
Already the numerous artifacts found between the rounded cobble-stones
at the surface of the gilgai-red latosol transitional area were mentioned. Their
age has been determined by Mr. Cabou, Director of the Archeological
Museum at Elisabethville, as being Late Pleistocene, i.e. the Makalian and a
part of the following dry phase. As these artifacts and cobble-stones are concentrated along the borders of the gilgai micro-relief of the transitional soils,
they have been involved in the formation process of the micro-relief during
the period following the Makalian.
The discussed lime crust near Kiubo must have been formed in a very dry
period, following the deposition of the mentioned underlying white calcareous material with the rounded stones. This places the origine of the lime
crust also after the Makalian.
The rounded pebbles and cobble-stones themselves can only have been
deposited during a wet period preceding the Makalian and in which displacement of large masses of water has taken place. The same argument can
be used in the case of the latosolic gravel layer found in the transitional soils.
They must originate from a wether or not cemented and afterwards destructed part of a laterite formation described below.
When trying to correlate these facts with the different Quaternary periods,
we may arrive at the following scheme. After formation of the Rift Valley in
the dry period following the Kamasian, a lake occupied the place of what is
now the Lufira Plain during the Gamblian. The Lufira and other rivers
brought water from the surrounding mountains and from the Katanga
Plateau into this lake, filling it gradually during the long Gamblian period.
As a drainage system in the direction and in place of the later formed Rift
Valley and also the passage through the Kibara Mountains were already
formed after a first uprising of the Kundelungu Plateau in the Miocene
(Lepersonne, Cahen and Mortelmans), the course of the waterflow in the
Rift Valley after its formation was already more or less fixed. As the clay
sediments with the gilgai micro-relief are about 6 or 7 m thick, there must
have been a considerable difference in level between the original lake bottom
and the surface of that part of the Valley now covered by the red latosols. It is
not clear wether the lower part represents a river valley, cut in the shales by
the Lufira before or during the forming of the Rift Valley, or is only the
deepest sunken central part of the latter, but the difference must have existed
before the formation of the lake. At Kiubo, upstream of the Kiubo Falls,

there is in the river a high threshhold on which the bridge in the JadotvilleMitwaba road is constructed. During the dry season the river can be crossed
here by foot. During the Gamblian this threshhold was perhaps even higher
than today. A deeper sunk central part of the Valley may explain the former
existence of a lake, the water of which was on a level with the treshhold.
Deposition of the latosolic gravel on top of the shales in the red latosol
region and of the same material in the already mentioned transitional soils of
the Plain, can only have taken place during a wet period with abundant
water as this gravel is the disruption product of an older laterite crust. Therefore the author dates the formation of this laterite crust also back to the
Gamblian pluvial. The formation of such a crust can still be studied in some
places where shales are under the influence of the groundwater of the Plain.
Here the crust dates back to a younger period (probably to the Nakuran) and
the various stages of its formation are still visible. O n top of a layer of nearly
unaltered, platy shale fragments lies a layer of irregular rounded, yellowbrown concretions. Higher in the profile concretions are increasingly cemented thus giving rise to a real hard crust of still recognizable concretions near
the surface. When breaking the concretions or even the crust, the original
shale structure is still recognizable. After disruption these crusts furnish the
material for the rounded, shining, reddish-brown latosolic concretions which,
though strongly impregnated with iron, still reveal their origin from the
shales.
After a short and not very severe dry period, deposition of the parent
material of the red latosols and of the rounded pebbles and cobble-stones
took place during the following humid Makalian. The red latosols are situated
on the same level as the now existing parts of the laterite crust. We consider
these parts to be remnants of the disrupted crust from the Gamblian period,
which explains its very irregular occurrence between the red latosols.
The parent material of the red latosol can only have been deposited after
disruption of the laterite crust in these places; this is also proved by the
occurrence of a layer of concretions on top of the unaltered shales in these
places. Thus this layer and the layer of concretions in the transitional soils of
the Plain were deposited during the disruption of the laterite crust. I n the
next phase, the rounded pebbles and cobble-stones were transported via still
recognizable lower lying places with heavy concentrations of stones in the
red latosol region. Sometimes these stones are still mixed with latosohc
gravel.
I n some places they are found in the latosolic gravel layer between the red
latosol and the shales and also in the gravel layer of the transitional soils
where these soils are underlain by lime shales. These soils don't show the
gilgai micro-relief and the position of stones and gravel has not been disturbed as in the transitional soils with micro-relief.
During the last sedimentation phase the transported soil increased and the
parent material of the red latosol and the soil on top of the gravel layer of the
transitional soils were deposited, both still partly mixed with pebbles and
stones.
During the end of the Makalian or the beginning of the following dry
period, the people that used the rounded stones for tool-making must have
lived along the border of the Lufira Plain.
The long and very dry period following the Makalian must have been the
time of formation of the described lime crust.

During the last humid phase (the Nakuran) the Lufira and other rivers
formed levees and basins. As already mentioned some older alluvial deposits
along the Lufira can be found. Butzer (1957) thought it possible to distinguish some minor climatic changes in Northern Africa and the Middle East
correlating with the North-European Subboreal-Subatlantic. A connection
with the mentioned older and younger deposits of the Lufira may exist, but
our observations don't allow any further conclusion.
6. THE G I L G A I M I C R O - R E L I E F

6.1. Profile D e s c r i p t i o n
The first impression one gets in the Lufira Plain of a typical, well developed
gilgai soil during the dry season when all grass vegetation has been burnt
down, is of a wide plain, covered with a regular pattern of dark coloured,
round or slightly polygonal depressions, all of about the same size and
separated by much lighter coloured, grey-brown, yellowish-brown or olivebrown, higher parts. The size of the depressions, from border to border is
10-15 m; the depth varies between 20 and 50 cm, but size as well as depth
are mostly rather uniform in the same type of gilgai soil. The horizontal
stretches of the higher parts and of the depressions are rather small; as a
result the slopes of the depressions occupy most of the surface.
Apart from the colour of the soil the higher parts are still more contrasting
with the depressions as they often are covered with numerous whitish lime
concretions, sometimes of considerable size. In type 2 (see below) concretions of 15 cm in diametre are no exception. Especially these bigger concretions are of a very irregular shape, with a brownish weathered surface and
mostly hollow inside; the inside surface covered with fine CaCO, crystals.
Where latosolic concretions and cobble-stones occur at the surface, as
described for the transitional soils, they are found exclusively at the surface of
the borders. During the rain season the vegetation often reflects perfectly the
micro-relief, but in the reverse way. Due to more favourable moisture conditions the grasses are better developed and taller species are growing in the
depressions. These correspond with places having higher or denser vegetation
or differently coloured vegetation when different species occur.
The gilgai soils of the Lufira Plain can be divided into a number of types
different in colour, quantity oflime and gypsum, occurrence of these constituents in more or less concentrated layers, quantity and depth of mottling and
dimensions of the micro-relief. Four main types can be distinguished, besides
some other occupying only small areas in the southern part of the Plain.
As the profiles of the depressions have many features in common and
sometimes are resembling each other strongly, a classification has been made
of the profiles of the higher parts.
Type 1. Brown; with less gypsum than in the other types and never forming
a hard, very concentrated layer; lime concretions at the surface not
abundant; very few mottling; medium micro-relief (25-45 cm) ; in
general not inundated during the rainy season. The surface is.
covered with many big termite hills (1.5-3/ha) of 1-2 m high.
Type 2. Light grey-brown, but as a result of abundant and strong mottling
giving a yellowish-brown impression; abundant gypsum in a
strongly concentrated, hard layer; lime concretions occur at a cer-.
tain depth under the gypsum layer, also as a layer of intensive con1335

centration; very big and abundant lime concretions at the surface;
strong micro-relief (f 50 cm) ;inundated during the rainy season,
in some places to 1.50 m.
Type 3. Dark grey; gypsum and lime as in type 2; contrary to the other
types effervescence with HC1 occurs already above the gypsum
layer; strong micro-relief; no or perhaps slight inundation during
the rainy season.
Type 4. Light grey; u p s u m and lime as type 2; abundant lime concretions
(only small-sized) at the surface; directly from the surface downward many fine lime concretions occur throughout the soil; the
whole profile effervesces with HC1; weak micro-relief (10-25 cm)
but the depressions are irregularly shaped and sized.
As an example the description is given here of the profile of a depression
and of a higher part of type 1.

Depression
0- 15 cm
15- 40 cm
40- 60 cm
60- 90 cm

90-140 cm
140-180 cm
180-2 10 cm

2 10-240 cm

240-260 cm

260-280 cm

280-300 cm

Dry; clay; small angular blocky, hard; distinct mottling
abundant around roots ;many roots ; 10 YR 311.
Dry; clay; medium angular blocky, hard; few mottling around
roots; many roots; 10 YR 411.
Dry; clay; coarse prismatic, breaking into coarse and medium
angular cubic blocks; very hard; very few mottling around
roots; many roots and hair roots; lOYR 411.
Dry; clay; very coarse angular prismatic, with flat, shiny
faces, breaking into coarse and medium angular cubic bloclts,
also with flat, shining faces; some indistinct mottling; hair
roots medium abundant; lOYR 411.
Dry; clay; coarse prisms as above, breaking in medium
blocks; very hard; few mottling; hair roots medium abundant;
lOYR 411.
Slightly moist; clay; coarse, angular cubic blocks with flat,
shining faces; medium abundant, not very distinct mottling;
some scattered gypsum; few hair roots; IOYR 512.
Slightly moist ; clay ; texture as above ; compact ; distinct,
medium abundant mottling (7.5YR 618) ; abundant gypsum
in big, well developed crystals; some hair roots; slight reaction
with HC1; 2.5Y 612.
Moist; clay; medium angular blocky, with flat, shining faces ;
very pronounced, medium abundant mottling (IOYR 6/61;
many gypsum crystals; still some hair roots; fair reaction with
HCl: lOYR 611.
MO&; clay; ' more or less structureless, but breaking into
weakly developed blocks; much distinct mottling (10YR 618)
occasionally hardened into soft concretions; medium abundant gypsum crystals; good reaction with HC1; lOYR 711.
Very moist; clay; structure as above; friable; abundant very
pronounced mottling (7.5YR 6/8), occasionally hardened
into soft concretions; some small gypsum crystals in small conglomerations; strong reaction with HC1; lOYR 711.
Very moist; mottled clay with abundant lime concretions;
strong reaction with HC1.
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Higher part
0- 14 cm Dry; clay; small and medium angular blocky, hard; much
distinct mottling around roots; many roots; 7.5YR 612.
14- 38 cm Dry; clay; medium and coarse angular or somewhat subangular blocky; hard; little mottling around roots; some small lime
concretions; medium abundant roots; 7.5YR 514.
38- 65 cm Dry; clay; coarse angular blocky; hard; some little mottling
around roots; some small lime concretions; medium abundant
roots; lOYR 414.
65-125 cm Dry; clay; coarse angular blocky; hard; no or some scattered
mottling; bigger lime concretions; few roots; slight reaction
with HC1; lOYR 414.
125-140 cm As above, but smaller lime concretions and fair reaction with
HCl; lOYR 413.
Two common features, found in all types, but not yet mentioned above,
are the wide cracks at the surface, especially on the higher parts during the
dry season and furthermore the penetration of dark surface material along
the cracks to the deeper layers in the depressions. The cracks can be several
cm wide and sometimes penetrate the soil to a depth of 1.50 -2 m. The dark
surface material occurs as dark humus coatings on the surfaces of prisms and
blocks of the deeper layers.
In some types the surface of the depressions is self-mulching. On drying or
under very slight pressure the soil is breaking into fine structure elements, but
it becomes a structureless, sticky mass when wet.
The most remarkable profile characteristic is the change of colour from
blackish to brown or grey-brown over a distance of some meters only. This is
beautifully demonstrated when digging a trench cross-sectioning a higher
part and a depression. A second characteristic is the typical structure of
coarse prisms and blocks with flat, shining surfaces, which also occur in all
types. On the slopes between higher parts and depressions the flat upper faces
of the peds are often inclined parallel to the surface of the slope.
As is shown in table l a ythe clay content of the gilgai soils is very high and
fraction 2-20 micron together nearly always amount to
the clay fraction
more than 80%. I n a certain type, occurring in the southern part of the
plain, even a clay content of 80% and a content of clay + 2-20 micron
fraction of 95% was found. As also can be taken from the tables l a and l b,
the clay content in the depressions is always less than in the higher parts, at
least in the toplayers. The whole soil is a very sticky, impermeable clay when
wet and cracks strongly on drying, then forming the described very hard
prismatic and blocky structures.
The pH of the toplayers is generally lower than would be expected after a
first impression. In most of the types there is no reaction with HC1 in the
layers overlying the gypsum-concentration layer, though lime concretions
may be present. In general a pH > 7 is found at the depth at which reaction
with HC1 starts; often this depth is the same as where gypsum appears in the
profile, but sometimes it is higher or lower. Generally gypsum in profiles of
type I occurs at a depth off 60 cm in the higher parts i.e. f 1 m higher than
in the depressions. In other types the depth of occurrence below surface is
often less; in type 2 gypsum sometimes occurs even at the surface of the
higher parts. The layer with lime concretions also may occur much higher as
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in the example of type 1; it may be found immediately below the gypsum
layer or even partly mixed with it, but also a distance of 1 meter may exist
between gypsum and lime layer.
An important feature is the high percentage of Mg in the adsorbing complex, being often 2-3 times as high as Ca.
TABEL
2. Analyses
Horizon

HI
H
2

H3
H
4

H,
H
6

H,

1

I
30
55
100
160

Exchangeable bases
Ca
3,1
2,O
4,8
4,5
4,8
3,7
3,6

1

Mg
9,l
12,7
16,8
18,2
12,8
8,6
8,6

I

K
0,57
0,64
0,64
0,56
0,37
0,31
0,29

I

Na
0,94
2,31
5,lO
7,OO
2,90
1,17
0,87

57
41 1
944
1,270
317
94
56

0,3

-

5,1
691
2,6
1,4
095

As the complete analysis of the exchangeable bases was not available for
the examplel) given here, table 2 shows the figures for a type of a gilgai soil in
the southern part of the Plain. I n this soil a lime concretion layer occurred
from 100-160 cm below surface; gypsum was absent. The figures are from a
profile in a depression. As analyses of the red latosols also show Mg figures as
high as or higher than the Ca figures, the chemical composition of the
Kundelungu shales must be held responsible for the high Mg content of
these soils.
The Na-content in the adsorbing-complex often was as high as the Cacontent but was sometimes markedly higher in certain layers. Soluble Nasalts however did not occur; soluble salts, measured with a conductivity
bridge, never reached a conductivity of 4000 micro-ohms, the figure generally
taken as a limit between saline and non-saline soils. A considerable part of
the soluble salts consisted of MgSO,; it appeared at the bottom of the profile
pits some days after digging as a thick, very loose, flaky layer with long white
crystal needles.
6.2. Discussion of profile d a t a
When considering the given profile descriptions and the chemical data, it is
impossible to resist the impression, that the described gilgai soils have a good
deal of their characteristics in common with Solonetz soils.
Though the given Na-figures does not always reach the 15-30% of the
total of exchangeable bases, given by different writers as typical for a well
developed Solonetz, we may point to the high Mg-figures. Mg-Solonetzes
with 40-60% Mg in the adsorbing-complex are known from different parts
of the world. In these cases it is assumed that a high Mg-percentage in the
adsorbing-complex has the same effect as Na. Not all scientists agree to this
viewpoint, but it appears to have an additional effect as to the formation of
solonetzic features in the soil, when occurring together with Na in the complex. Although the columnar structure with rounded tops characteristic of a
l) As the Soil Laboratory had great difficulties in analysing these lime- and gypsum-rich
soils, at that time unltnown m Belgian Congo, only a small part of the analyses of importance
for this article were carried out, when a fire destroyed all soil samples. So chemical data are
rather scarse and often inadequate for our purpose.

adsorbing-complex partly saturated with Na. The strong shrinking and
swelling of montmorillonite clays on resp. drying and wetting is known.
Presence of Na in the adsorbing-complex seems to stimulate this property. As
already discussed in chapter 6.2 Mg may entirely of partly, substitute Na.
The already mentioned soils in the Middle East, with only 50% clay fraction
and large amounts of CaCO, (about 35%); but with 90% Mg and only some
percents of Na in the adsorbing-complex crack nevertheless strongly during
the dry season.
During the long dry season in Australia, soil from the surface falls into the
cracks. After the first rains, which disappear quickly into the cracks, especially
in the depressions, the clay of the subsoil becomes wet and swells whereas
higher in the profile and inside the structure elements the soil still remains
dry. Thus stresses set up especially in places where lack of space occurs caused
by the fallen down topsoil. In places with less stress the pressure finally will
force a quantity of soil upward to give way for the expanding clay. When
once a slight difference in micro-relief exists, the phenomenon becomes more
and more pronounced as the water of further rains runs into the depressions
causing a very rapid moistening. There will be also an increasing tendency to
wash soil particles from the higher parts into the depressions and thus into the
cracks.
As a result of the described movement, taking place every year, the entire
soil to a certain depth is slowly moving from the top of the higher parts into
the depressions and partly into the cracks, here pushed away sideward and
finally forced up again in the higher parts. This phenomenon is known as selfswallowing or self-mulching.
I n the Lufira Plain the gilgai soils are also very heavy, however the composition of the clay differs from those in the Australian gilgai soils as they
consist mostly of illite, mixed with some montmorillonite. The Mg-content in
the adsorbing-complex of the Australian soils has not been discussed, but
from the figures it appears to be 2-4 times as high as the Na-content and
often as high as the Ca-content. The Na-content is not very high, often 3-6%
and seldom more than 15%. Nevertheless these rather small quantities of Na
are held to have been instrumental to the formation of the micro-relief by its
influence on structure and on cracking of the soil. As we assume that Mg may
act as, or in any case may support the action of Na, Mg must also be regarded
a micro-relief forming factor. As the Lufira soils contain 10-2074 Na in the
adsorbing-complex, the resemblance with the Australian soils is rather
strong, but this Na-content hampers a definitive solution as to the influence
of Mg.
The illite clays, as present is the Lufira soils, shrink and swell much less
than montmorillonite clays.
Regarding the Lufira soils and the mentioned soils of the Middle East, the
author however is inclined to consider the influence of the composition of the
adsorbing-complex on the formation of the micro-relief of much more importance than the nature of the clay. Therefore we can accept the Australian
theory on the origin of the micro-relief but considering the actual profile conditions of the Lufira gilgai soils, it is hardly possible that the mechanism of
the self-swallowing movement characteristic for a "living" gilgai soil, is still
active today. The yearly filling-in of the cracks in the depressions with dark
topsoil and lateral expansion in the direction of the higher parts must
inevitably result in a gradual deplacement of this dark soil towards the higher

taken place in a wet period, preceding the dry one in which formation of the
micro-relief took place.
Based on these considerations we now can try to date the different phenomena.
During the dry period between Gamblian and Makalian, after drying-up
of the lake described in chapter 5.2, salinization of the soil took place. As this
dry period was not a very severe one, the groundwater table may have been
rather high, strongly favoring salinization by the upward movement of soil
water, leaving behind the salts after evaporation. The lime concretions may
have been accumulated in the same manner during this time.
During the Makalian leaching changed the soil into a Solonetz, with
perhaps concentration of the difficultly soluble CaCO, as concretions at a
certain depth, if they were not formed in the above described way.
I n the following dry period the micro-relief came into existance, caused by
the phenomena, described by Australian scientists.
Renewed leaching took place during the Nakuran, but due to the then
existing micro-relief much more pronounced in the depressions than on the
higher parts. Solodization occurred to a certain degree. The rich vegetation
in the depressions furnished also the organic matter which penetrated the
profile deeply.
When the climate became gradually arid again renewed upward movement of soil water (even today at a depth of 3 m only at the end of the dry
season) caused formation of gypsum and underlying lime deposits. Deposition may perhaps already have started when leaching of the toplayers was
still going on. Contrary, also today some leaching still occurs down to a
certain depth, as is proved by humus coatings on structure elements of deeper
layers. The relief of the gypsum layer is often more pronounced than the
surface relief; it occurs at greater depths in the depressions than in the higher
parts. The depressions receive more rain water during the rain season and
remain wet much longer than the higher parts. I n the latter upward movement of soil water goes much higher resulting in deposition of gypsum on a
higher level. In soils without micro-relief and without cracking, deposition of
gypsum much higher in the profile than in the gilgai soils can be expected.
Such places, but still under the influence of the groundwater of the Plain are
rare, but in the transitional soils on limeshales small amounts of gypsum are
indeed finely dispersed through the whole soil, even to the surface. The absence of micro-relief will be caused by Ca (80-90%) in the adsorbing complex, which stresses again the important role of the composition of the adsorbing complex in gilgai micro-relief formation.
I t is difficult to ascertain if the origin of the lime concretion layer underlying the main gypsum concentration, is partly or totally recent. The distance
between the gypsum layer and lime concretion layer is very variable (between 0 and about 1 m) and the position of the groundwater table and its
movement during the seasons in the different types of gilgai soils is hardly
known. Partly the material may contain remains of former deposits (dry
phase between Gamblian and Makalian!). This will moreover also be the
case with the gypsum.
We mentioned already that judging from profile studies the self-swallowing
movement and thus the whole process causing the micro-relief has stopped in
the present, climatic conditions being the main reason. Leaky (1949) defines
the prevailing climate, after the wet Nakuran, as "tendency to drier", so
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klei- of kalkschalies, afgewisseld met grote oppervlakten met een laterietpantser. De Lufiravlakte zelf wordt grotendeels ingenomen door zeer zware,
grijze tot grijsbruine kleien met een zg. gilgaimicrorelief. Deze gronden bevatten gips- en kalkconcreties; de laatste liggen in groten getale aan de oppervlakte. Een gedeelte van deze gronden wordt in de regentijd diep geinundeerd.
Tussen deze gronden en de uitgestrekte moerassen in het centrale deel van
de Lufiravlakte vindt men kleigronden zonder gilgaimicrorelief met een
sterk humeuze bovengrond van wisselende dikte. Het zijn langdurig geinundeerde, slecht ontwaterde gronden.
De gronden op de overgang van de Lufiravlakte naar de rode latosolen gelijken in het algemeen op de gilgai-kleigronden. Tussen de aan de oppervlakte liggende kalkconcreties vindt men echter vaak talrijke rolstenen en
prehistorische werktuigen uit deze stenen vervaardigd. Ook treft men aan de
oppervlakte soms laterietconcreties aan; in dit geval bevindt zich een laag
van deze concreties op een bepaalde diepte in het profiel.
Aangenomen wordt, dat in het Gamblian-pluviaal zich een meer bevond
ter plaatse van de tegenwoordige Lufiravlakte. Schrijver meent het ontstaan
van een laterietpantser in het niet overstroomde gedeelte van de vallei ook in
deze tijd te moeten plaatsen; de huidige oppervlakten van deze vorming zijn
resten van het pantser uit het Gamblian.
Na een geleidelijke opvulling van het meer door de rivieren tijdens het
Gamblian vond uitdroging plaats in de daarop volgende droge periode.
Het Makalian ving aan met afbraak van het laterietpantser. De afbraakprodukten werden verspoeld en in de vorm van laterietconcreties op de blootgekomen schalies en langs de rand van de vlakte op de kleilagen gedeponeerd. In een later stadium werden, door naar de vlakte stromende riviertjes,
de kleilagen, die nu de rode latosolen vormen, afgezet. Vooral in het begin
van dit stadium werden door de riviertjes grote aantallen vuistgrote rolkeien
getransporteerd, die in en nabij de beddingen en langs de rand van de vlakte
werden gedeponeerd, waar ze gedeeltelijk met de laterietconcreties werden
vermengd.
Tegen het eind van het Makalian of in het begin van de daarop volgende
droge periode bewoonden mensen, die uit de rolstenen hun werktuigen vervaardipden. de rand van de vlakte.
~ e d i r e n d ede laatste humiede periode (Nakuran) vormden de Lufira en
haar zijrivieren oeverwallen en kommen in een smalle strook in de oudere
meerafzettingen.

De Gilgaikleien
Het gilgaimicrorelief doet zich voor als min of meer ronde of zwak veelhoekige depressies, gescheiden door smalle, hogere randen. Er konden enkele
typen gilgaigronden onderscheiden worden op grond van kleur, gips- en
kalkgehalte, ontwatering en sterkte van het microrelief.
De depressies varieren van 10-15 m in diameter en 20-50 cm in diepte,
maar zijn in ttnzelfde type zeer uniform. De grond van de depressies is tot op
grote diepte zeer donkergekleurd, terwijl de randen bruin, grijsbruin of grijs
zijn, a1 naar het type. Uitsluitend op de randen vindt men talrijke kalkconcreties. De gerolde keien, artefacten en laterietconcreties van de overgangsgronden worden ook uitsluitend op de randen gevonden. In de gilgaigronden
treft men meest aanzienlijke hoeveelheden gips en koolzure kalkconcreties

ment du sol, appelt ,,self-swallowing", a caust la concentration des concr6
tions de carbonate de chaux, des pierres roultes et des concrttions lattritiques B la surface des rebords, ainsi que la difftrence en texture entre rebords
et dtpressions.
Trois phtnomknes indique que le mouvement ,,self-swallowing" n'est plus
active. La grande difftrence en profile entre dtpressions et rebords en couleur
et en texture n'est pas en raccord avec une homogtnisation continue&
D'ailleurs les termitikres et les arbustes qui se trouvent sur les rebords de
certaines types de sol B gilgai, sptcialement sur ceux des sols de transition au
bord de la Plaine, auraient t t t dttruites par le mouvement. Aussi la formation du microrelief doit dater d'une ptriode s&cheaprks le Makalien, en
rapport avec les outils prthistoriques, datant de cette ptriode et mtlangts
avec les pierres roultes B la surface des rebords. PlutGt, pendant le Makalien,
le lessivage des couches superficielles des sels solubles, accumults pendant la
phase shche prtctdante, causait la formation du Solonetz. Les concrttions de
carbonate de chaux maintenant B la surface, sont accumultes dans le sol avec
le procks de salinisation ou pendant le Makalien par le lessivage mentionnt
ci-dessus. Pendant le Nakurien, donc a p r b la formation du microrelief, un
nouveau lessivage, naturellement plus prononct dans les dtpressions, causait
une solodisation partielle et la formation du profil fonct des dtpressions.
A p r b le maximum du Nakurien, la reprise du mouvement ascendant de
l'eau de la nappe phrtatique Clevte (maintenant encore par place B 3 m de
profondeur seulement B. la fin de la saison &he) a dtposte du gypse, un
procb maintenant actif encore. Le lessivage, qui est plus prononct dans les
dtpressions, qui sont en outre toujours plus humides, cause une ascension
beaucoup plus prononcte dans les rebords. Ceci donne une explication de la
position du gypse, qui ne suive pas le microrelief, mais qui se trouve beaucoup plus tloignt de la surface dans les dtpressions que dans les rebords.
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